Automation
Multi-Fix BV Group has expanded its service with an
electronic business program. The electronic business
program offers the most efficient way to get order (s) and
/ or information from A to B with as few actions as possible.
What possibilities of Electronic Business offers Multi-Fix?
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
EDI is a standard for electronic exchange of certain
business documents such as orders, invoices, messages
or attachments. It is part of Electronic Business. Because
those documents must meet certain standard templates,
it is mainly used for repeating transactions.

EDI at Multi-Fix
•
Import orders through our webshop
•
Using mail (via standard field / format) which can
directly be imported into our system
Logistic bin system
Also, the many advantages of a logistic bin system may
be used in combination with the Electronic Business.
Example, you can import orders through barcodes or
scanner.
Webshop
Besides importing of your order through EDI or scanner
you can place your orders online 24/7. Through the webshop you have access to current inventory data, prices,
other product details and order history. In addition, the
shop is provided with convenient search features. For
example, all products in our webshop include the corresponding product image.

“The electronic business program offers the most efficient way to get order(s)
and / or information from A to B with as few actions as possible”
www.multifixgroup.com

“Multi-Fix Group adjusts the electronic business
program to your specific needs.

Also functions as quick order and repeat orders are available in our webshop. The quick order feature provides
you the opportunity, in addition to our product numbers, to
search through your own product numbers. After placing
your order you will automatically receive an order confirmation by e-mail.

• Less handling
Electronic business ensures minimal action of placing
your order. An export file from your system can directly be
imported into our ERP system.
• Reduced chance of errors
No more manual operations in the ERP system but an
automatic import reduces the error probability of the
orders.
• Minimum communication
Electronic business enables you to place your orders in
your own time and therefore minimal communication with
our office. You are no longer dependent on our opening
hours.

What are the benefits of electronic business for you as a
customer?

Together we look which suitable form of electronic
business is best for you. We adjust this program to your
specific needs. Multi-Fix, your partner in parts!

“Less handling, reduced chance of errors and minimum communication are some advantages of electronic business”
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